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Please write a comment for me to provide to the ecology council on bacteria in the creek . Let them
know I have fished the creek for 15 years and in the past 5 have seen its demise. I've witnessed tents
and fecal waste in the creek by people camping on the creek as well as added pollution with
shopping carts and other debris . I have pulled out machinery and bicycles . People dump their
septic from rvs directly into the creek . This is the unspoken ecological impact of unpermitted waste
dumping and unpermitted camping on the creek. We use to organize clean ups but the problem is
too great. Please consider the problem of open defecation into the creek and sorrounding areas as a
contributer

Dear Ecology Council,

I am writing to bring your attention to the deteriorating state of the creek that I have been fishing in
for the past 15 years. Over the past five years, I have witnessed a significant decline in the water
quality and overall health of the creek. The main contributing factors to this decline are unpermitted
waste dumping and unpermitted camping on the creek.

During my fishing expeditions, I have seen tents and fecal waste in the creek, which I suspect are
from people camping on the creek. Additionally, there has been an increase in pollution, including
shopping carts and other debris, machinery, and bicycles. People have even been known to dump
their septic from RVs directly into the creek, causing further harm to the environment.

Despite our efforts to organize clean-up efforts, the problem has become too great to handle.
Therefore, I urge the Ecology Council to consider the problem of open defecation into the creek and
surrounding areas as a significant contributor to the deteriorating state of the creek. Immediate
action needs to be taken to address this problem to ensure that the creek can be restored to its former
state.

Areas of dumping include under Meador Ave Bridge, by railroad ave parking lot . Down by the
lower falls and fish hatchery . Plenty of unpermitted waste under every bridge from state on down .
Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,
Dahvid Hill


